LIA DUNLAP

Purpose & Prosperity Oracle for Conscious Leaders
As the Oracle on Purpose, Lia Dunlap, is an Intuitive Business Architect with 25
years of experience guiding entrepreneurs to unlock their Unique Life Purpose
& capitalize on the impact of their Business Genius to find the axis of purpose,
process and prosperity at their business sweet spot.

She helps conscious leaders who are determined to have a major impact
on the world yet are still struggling with situational overwhelm and a lack
of clarity about next steps. They are losing time and money chasing the
latest business trend or strategy only to end up feeling unfulfilled.
Lia’s inspired programs and practical services have helped thousands
of clients in over 76 countries align their unique life purpose with their business strategy to create the
impact they were born to make.She helps these leaders avoid the mistakes that keep them frustrated
about doing shallow work and anxious having their gift die within them.

LIA’S MOST POPULAR MEDIA TOPICS
Turning Your Gremlins into Allies - Increased awareness of the power behind our beliefs and how they shape
or hinder our path. Understanding how gremlin/negative thoughts can be turned into positive allies in
making progress.
Value add for the audience - A step by step guide to creating a POWER affirmation to increase confidence
and energetic flow in an instant.
The 3 P’s of Success - The real reason most conscious entrepreneurs go broke and how to use one missing
piece to bridge the gap between what you want and how to get it.
Value add for the audience – 3 Step Recipes for turning Purpose & Process into Prosperity.
Do Your REAL Work - Avoid the 3 Massive Mistakes Leaders Make That Keep Them Frustrated About Doing
Shallow Work and Anxious Having Their Gift Die Within Them.
Value add for the audience – Actionable Tips to Align Your Purpose and Business Genius for work that is
profitable & fulfilling.

PRAISE
“5 Stars All around. Lia combines Divine Guidance with Strategic
Application in such a marvelous manner empowering us to do our Life
Purpose Work. Highly Recommend.” - April Braswell, Mclc
“You cannot listen to Coach Lia without feeling SO GREAT! She
is such an inspiration, and makes me want to get up and DO
SOMETHING GREAT!” - Katie B.

CONTACT
info@oracleonpurpose.com
971-319-3556

@CoachLiaDunlap

